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John Green’s eyelids are heavy. Mustn’t sleep, he reminds himself as the train

clinketyclonks rhythmically on. Mustn’t sleep, mustn’t sleep, mustn’t sleep. The

seat is not particularly comfortable, but outside is blackness, and after putting

his suitcase in the luggage rack above, he is finally able to stretch his legs. The

position is inducive to sleep, but he forces his eyes to stay open. Mustn’t sleep,

mustn’t sleep. Four solid days of seminar on the new product he will soon be

selling has tired his brain. His eyes shut. No!, must keep awake. Mustn’t sleep.

Cannot afford to lose the connecting train. Should be at the station in about

half an hour. His bosses had decided to hold the seminar at the factory

building where the new product will be built. To let the sales staff see first hand

the quality of materials, the dedication of the staff and the excellence of the

final product, as they put it. To make them feel part of the whole process of

bringing the product from drawing board to the customer. Had it been worth it?

He supposes it had, on balance. But it was far. At least all expenses paid.

They’re not bad employers really, John reasons. He feels lucky to have retained

his job. Several had been laid off just before Christmas last year. It had been a

tough one for the business, and for him personally. Sales were down, and he

had not quite met his targets. Which meant no commissions and a salary that

was lower than what he and his wife, Sally, had budgeted with. They had been



able to buy a flat the year before, when Sally’s father passed away. Had he not

left her a lump sum, they wouldn’t have managed the deposit in a hundred

years. And without her part time job they would not make ends meet. The zero

hour contract is not helpful for budgeting though. They only just about

managed as things stood. With nothing left for savings, no frills, no eating out,

no holidays. Especially now they had two kids to take care of. They had only

been married five years, although they’d been together a few years before that,

so they haven’t done too badly for themselves. They had a foot on that

all-important property ladder, didn’t they? But was it worth it? John thinks of

the change in Sally. She used to be so playful, impish. Always planning things

and taking the lead. But these last couple of years she has gradually become…

John searches for the right word…flatter. Not literally, she still has her curves,

but they seem more often to be hidden under baggy clothes. Her hair is flatter,

and duller of colour. Her eyes are flatter. They don’t glint and gleam as they

once did. Perhaps she feels flatter. Less excited by him, by their life together. It

hadn’t turned out quite as they had wanted, had it? Struggling every week to

have enough money for food, after paying their bills. At least they were able to

pay their bills. So far. But where had the playfulness gone? They couldn’t even

dream of having a weekend away. Well, they could dream, but they didn’t. No

point. A day out for them now was taking the kids to the playpark. And then

they had the telly. Always in front of that flat screen. Even the telly was flatter.



Sally would fall asleep in front of it, then he’d have to wake her up when it was

time to go to bed. Sex was out of the question. That was something they

hadn’t done for a long time. How long could their marriage last if it went on

like this? Mustn’t sleep. If I lose this connecting train I’ve no idea how I shall get

home.

John is jolted into consciousness by the beep-beep-beep of the closing doors.

He did fall asleep! He jumps up and puts his foot in between the doors at the

very last second. The alarm continues, then it stops and the doors relent. He

jumps out into the cold evening air and lands on the concrete platform. The

doors close with an irritated thump, and the train starts moving. My suitcase!

NO! “MY SUITCASE!” he shouts at the train, but no-one, except perhaps the

tired commuters who, from the discomfort of their seats, see him give chase,

and smile with just a little schadenfreude. At the end of the platform he has to

stop.

“Fuckfuckfuckfuckfuckfuckfuckfuckfuck!”

He turns around. An old lady looks at him disapprovingly.

“My suitcase is on board that train. I, I’ve lost my suitcase”.

She raises her eyebrows and gives a sideway nod, as if to say well, in that case….

He doesn’t know why he feels the need to justify his expletive to a perfect

stranger. Perhaps because he had just about managed to give up swearing,

after taking a course on positive thinking, where they said that it releases



negative energy, which is not good for a salesman. As a salesman he needs to

stay positive.

“Shit, my money was in that suitcase. And the gin! Damn!”. He had bought a

bottle of Gordons together with a colleague, intending to have it in the

evenings. But each evening they took only one drink each before falling asleep.

Not 21 any longer either of us, they had said. There was more than half left in

that bottle.

He panics about his ticket for a moment, but excavates it from his pocket. Oh

thank god I have that at least. I can travel on, and when I arrive Sally can pick

me up. Lost property. Yes, I must report it to lost property. Surely they will find

it later, if nobody steals it. And the gin, damn.

He goes into the ticket hall. It is empty of people. There is one ticket office.

Behind the window hangs a roll-down curtain with the words Position CLOSED.

Well, how absolutely bloody marvellous. Must be a number I can call. He feels

for his phone in his left trouser pocket. He takes it up, 47 percent battery. Well,

better save it for now. They’re probably closed anyway. Can look it up on-line

tomorrow. Oh god, what a pain! Well, at least I got off the train. Try to think

positive.

There are three vending machines in the hall. Two – one with soft drinks and

one with snacks – are lined up along the left wall, and on the opposite wall

there is a ticket vending machine. I could do with a chocolate. But I’ve no cash.



Hang on, sometimes people leave change in the little return slots for change.

He feels with the finger in the change slots of the first two vending machines.

Then, just in case, he also checks the area where the merchandise falls down to

be picked up. Perhaps someone forgot to take it, he thinks optimistically.

Nothing in either of them. He then tries the coin slot in the ticket vending

machine. Nothing. Without thinking or knowing why, he decides to complete

the exercise by checking the slot where the tickets are delivered. What he

could do with forgotten tickets he had not given a moment’s consideration. As

he sticks his fingers in they meet paper. The first thought in that millisecond

after making contact with the paper is that someone had left their tickets, but

how could they have travelled without their tickets, and why did they need a

stack of tickets? He also registers that the paper feels different to ticket paper.

He grabs the bunch and pulls it out. It is money. A wad of paper notes. He

stares at it. Then nonchalantly puts them in in the inner breast pocket of his

jacket, as if this is something he does every day. He looks around. Nobody here.

Nobody saw me. Security cameras. He spots one trained on the ticket office,

and another that seems to be covering the rest of the hall. Two cameras, one

closed ticket office. They clearly know how to get their priorities right, John

thinks sarcastically. Well, nobody knows me. Even if someone looks at the

CCTV-recordings they won’t know who it is. Keep my head down. He walks out

of the ticket hall back on the platform. He looks on the screen with the list of

departures. The train to take him home is due in fifteen minutes. It is 21:14



according to the digital clock hanging from the ceiling, and the journey should

take half an hour. Then ten minutes by car, so home sometime after ten. I

wonder how much…He finds the toilet and winces at the usual combined smell

of urine and disinfectant as he enters. He hates public loos. He takes out the

wad of cash. Lots of twenties and fifties! God, I haven’t seen fifties for a year at

least, he thinks. Then he counts. One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight,

nine, ten. Five hundred pounds just in fifties! Fucking hell! And twenties, one,

two…twenty. Two hundred pounds in twenties. Seven hundred pounds! Just

like that. His last net salary had only been a thousand and fifty. And now he

had just picked up very nearly the same amount from a vending machine. His

mouth involuntarily smiles. Seven hundred pounds! Wait till Sally hears this.

What about the CCTV-cameras? Perhaps they weren’t even on. He puts the

money back in his inner pocket and exits the toilet. The evening air is cold, but

it’s nice to escape the chemical smell. Drawing his breath he thinks of the gin

bottle in the suitcase. It was only a cheap gin. I’ll get another on my way home.

Must call Sally. He taps on his smart-phone.

“Hi love, where are you?”

“Just waiting for the connecting train. How are you, darling? Kids asleep?”

“Yeah, finally. Just watching telly. Made a lasagne for you for supper. You

hungry?”

“Famished.”



“So, when do I need to pick you up…?” in her mind she was trying to solve the

logistical puzzle of two sleeping children and having to be out of the house for

half an hour.

“No need”.

“What’d you mean? When are you coming?”

“I should be there around ten, but I’ll take a taxi. You just stay at home.”

“A taxi?” she lets the question hang there for a couple of seconds. “Do you

have the…cash?”

“Oh yes. I do have the cash. No problem there.”

“What? Have you had a flutter on the horses, or something?”

“No…not that, but, I’ll tell you when I get home. Anyway, I should be there by

half past ten latest, or thereabouts.”

“Okay…” she wanted him to say more, but she also wants to watch the

television programme. “Well, see you soon then, love.”

“See you, darling. Love you”.

“Love you too, bye”.

“Bye.” He presses the red button and is alone again. Soon after the train

arrives.

I can do with some new shirts, he thinks to himself as the train rumbles along.

And shoes. These shoes are becoming a bit worn. A salesman must look smart.

Appearances are half the sale.



He notices suburban lights outside the windows. He must be getting nearer, he

thinks, and is about to phone up the minicab company that he normally uses if

he has to take a taxi. They are the cheapest. Then he thinks, no, I will use one of

the nice, especially licensed taxis that are always waiting outside the station.

Why shouldn’t I?

At the station there is one man in front of him in the taxi queue. Whilst he

waits for the next car he sends his wife a text: ‘at station waiting for taxi c u

soon.’ The next car comes forward. It is a Mercedes. Ah, that’s lucky. He nearly

gets in in the front, as he normally does, but remembers to go in the back.

“Good evening, sir”.

“Evening.

“Where to?”

He gives his home address and the vehicle starts moving.

“Actually…”

“Yes?”

“You know that big Sainsbury's that’s open twentyfourseven?”

“Yes”.

“Would you mind terribly just swinging by there, I just need to pop in quickly

for something.”

“No problem, sir”.

“Thank you”.



He had always wanted to try that posh gin, but always found he could not

justify the expense. He could now.

After getting the gin they arrive at John’s home a little after ten. “That will be

eighteen pounds, please,” the driver says. John is about to give him a twenty

and say keep the change, but he decides to add on the fiver he got as change

at the shop.

“Here you go, mate. And no change needed, obviously”.

“Well, thank you very much, sir. That’s very kind”.

“Not at all, you’ve been very helpful. Have a good night”.

“Thank you sir, and to you too, a very good night”.

He savours the feeling of superiority giving a large tip gives. And the driver

saying ‘sir’, not ‘mate’, even though he had said ‘mate’ to the driver. He rings

the buzzer downstairs and climbs to the second floor. His wife waits in the

door.

“The lasagne is warm.”

They kiss.

“I’ve brought a little night cap.” He holds up the bag.

“Where’s your suitcase?”

“Bit of story. I will tell you all about it.”



He has finished the lasagne, and is sipping from a tall glass of gin and tonic.

Sally has one too. They both pretend it’s much nicer than the cheap one. In

front of them, on the kitchen table, is the stack of cash, less the 56 pounds and

twenty pence he has spent on taxi and gin.

“It’s unbelievable that you just found it like that, isn’t it?”

“It is. Yet I did. I just wonder who put it there.”

“Well, they are bound to look for it. I don’t think we should spend any more of

it, John. I mean, fifty odd pounds doesn’t matter, but if more is missing and

they come and ask for them back…”

John looks at the money and thinks of all the things he wanted to buy with

them. He sighs. “Yeah, I guess you’re right. Let’s put the money in an envelope

and leave it in the top drawer of the old dresser. And then wait to see if anyone

claims them.”

“What if they look at them cameras and see you. And recognise you. Or put

your picture out on the internet and papers and the telly and everywhere. This

is the mystery guy who coolly walked off with the money, belonging to

pensioner granny Smith who in a fit of dementia put the money there by

mistake.” Sally had always had a vivid imagination. John laughs, but it’s

strained, because a bit of him believes what Sally says.

“No, come on. But it is not likely, though, is it? I wonder if it isn’t criminals, who

stole it or something, and put it there to retrieve later. And if they somehow



are able to get hold of the CCTV-recordings and see me, they might come after

me. And I bet they’re able to find me.”

“God, that’s even more scary,” Sally says, drawing her shoulders up.

“Well, let’s just keep the rest of the money in readiness. Whoever comes for

them, we will pay it back. Simple as that”.

They both feel disappointed that they cannot use it. They had both thought of

things they wanted to buy with the money. Yet, they also feel they are doing

the right thing.

A week has passed since the find. John’s phone rings as he is travelling in the

car to see a potential client. Whenever the phone has rung this past week John

has had the feeling that it is about the money. His earplug is connected so the

call is put through automatically.

“Hallo, John here”.

“John…I’ve just had a letter from the school.”

“Oh yeah? Anything wrong?”

“Well, not exactly, but…they’re having a trip to the Natural History Museum in

London next week”.

“Yes?”

“Yes, and we need to pay twenty five pounds towards the cost of it. Now, they

say no child will be excluded if they can’t pay, but I think it’s a bit embarrassing



not being able to pay. And I have exactly twenty five pounds in my purse, and

that is our food money for the rest of this week. So am I going to give the

school our food money, so we can pay for this trip?”

John knows what she really wants to ask.

“Well, no. I don’t think you should give them our food money. Listen…it’s only

twenty five, why don’t you just take it out of the money I found? Even if they

come for the money, it is still less than a hundred that’s going to be missing.

We can replace that if need be.”

“You think I should though?” Sally asks, wanting additional affirmation.

“Yeah, come on, twenty five’s not very much, is it?”

Another few weeks pass by. As every phone call John receives is either work,

wife or PPI he stops fretting every time it rings. John goes to work in his old

shoes, and Sally works extra hours. They don’t often think of the money in an

envelope in the top drawer of the old dresser.

All day John has been dreading the call from the garage where their old car is

having its MOT done. When they finally ring around lunchtime, John is

munching a sandwich at his desk. His heart sinks.

The voice of the mechanic produces a string of mystical sounding words in the

language known as Mechanish, that John pretends to understand. What he

actually understands is two hundred and eighty nine pounds and seventy five



pence, including VAT. Basically three hundred quid. Three hundred quid! There

is literally nothing in our bank accounts. We’re in the third week of March,

salaries will be coming through soon, but right now we’re slightly overdrawn,

with just enough cash to pay for our daily necessities. John thinks of the credit

card. They try never to use it, as they can’t really afford to repay. But it’s nice to

have for emergencies, and he guessed this is an emergency.

“Okay, thank you, I guess it will just have to be done.”

The mechanic confirms that the car will be ready in the morning.

John and Sally sit around the kitchen table. Their eldest girl has been busy

trying to tell them something exciting that happened at school that day, and

the baby is gurgling contentedly on his mother’s lap. As the girl goes to

discipline her dolls Sally shakes her head.

“Three hundred pounds. Are you sure we shouldn’t try to get a new, that is, a

different car in stead?”

“Where can we get a better car for that kind of money? The car is good, it’s

Japanese. They go on forever, but every car needs some work done to it every

now and again. And I need a car to go and see clients. I do get paid for mileage

and all that, so…”

“But if we put that on our credit card, we won’t be able to pay it down for

months. Which means we will be charged interest.”



John likes it when Sally is business like. Or at least he used to like it. She was

always the one who drew up the budgets and saved and calculated, and he

enjoyed it when she showed him what she had drawn up. She would be eager,

her eyes twinkling, telling him this is how much they have for pocket money.

But now she has that grey, flat look in her face. Her hair is a mousy colour as it

hangs down limply, and the jumper she’s wearing could not only do with a

wash, it could do with being thrown away. She used to like calculating and

budgeting because it made her feel in control. She could plan how much they

would have saved by the summer, or the end of the year. But when she

calculates these days it is out of fear, fear of not being able to make ends meet,

of the debt just growing and growing.

“Well, there is one way of avoiding the interest charges,” he says, and they

both think of the money in an envelope in the top drawer of the old dresser.

Silence, apart from the gurgling of the baby and the strict tones of the

daughter giving instructions to her dollies.

“What if it’s criminal money?” Sally asks.

“So? Isn’t it better we use if for something good, than criminals’ using it to

fund more crime?”

She nods. In the envelope he counts up six hundred and eighteen pounds.

Eighty quid we’ve spent of it. Then he counts out three hundred. The car bill

was two eighty nine something, so I’ll get ten pounds change from this, which I



can use to go to the pub, for the first time in ages. The thought pleases him.

And no interest charges. He smiles.

For the past few months John has found the new product easy to sell. Not easy

as in no effort required, but easy as in with his professional salesmanship,

relationship building, trust and genuine knowledge of his customer’s business

needs, he found that the ROI really did make the case for this new product

absolutely water tight for a lot of the companies on his account.

He is tapping on his calculator. Now, five percent…less tax obviously…He

smiles. I’ll nearly double my net salary next month.

The seven hundred he found didn’t seem such a big deal any more. Yet, he was

glad he’d found them. It had helped tie them over a tight spot. And there were

still three hundred and eighteen left.

Sally is less talkative over dinner. John notices, but he’s not sure whether he

ought to say something. Perhaps she’s just tired and will be annoyed that I

suggest there’s something wrong just because she doesn’t chat quite as much

as usual, or else she’ll be even more annoyed later because I didn’t seem to

notice and ask her. Safer to ask now, he reasons. As the daughter leaves the

table and the baby bounces along in his baby walker, he asks if everything is all

right.



“Yeah…no,” she says. Then looks down, and the redness around her eyes

matches the redness of her unmanicured fingers.

“You remember I put in an application for the supervisor position?”

“Yes.” So, she didn’t get on the short list. That’s what this is about.

“Well, in practice I have been doing that job for the past nearly two months,

ever since Joan wasn’t gonna come back from her sick leave. And good

riddance I say, she was a nasty piece of work that Joan. Anyway, so I put in for

the job, and yesterday they told me I would be interviewed on Monday!”

John was confounded. “Well, that is fantastic news. Well done darling. So, why

the long face?”

“John, they’re coming from the trust, men in suits, and women in tweeds,

people who don’t know me.”

“They will love you.”

“Thank you hun, but you’re biased. Look at me, I am a wreck. Let’s be honest. I

haven’t had my hair done in ages, my skin, my hands…I have NOTHING to wear.

I need to make a good impression; that’s what you say isn’t it? Appearance is

half the sale?”

He nods. Yes, he had to admit he had said that, and he meant it too. If she was

going to sell herself, so to speak, she had to package herself so that the

exterior of the product matches the interior quality.

“Well, look…my sales have been going really well lately. The next salary will be

a lot better than we’ve had for a long time. Let’s just use some more of that



envelope money. If someone should – and I find that very unlikely now – but

if someone should come asking for them, we will be well able to afford it next

month. How much do you need?” He was already up and on his way to the

envelope in the top drawer of the old dresser.

The following day John comes home from work, still calculating today’s sales in

his head. His daughter runs towards him with a shrieking welcome greeting,

and the baby bounces up and down when he sees his da-da.

“Hallo darling,” he calls as he removes his jacket and shoes. “You all right?”

Sally steps out from the kitchen as he enters the living room. He sees her

across the room. She’s a new woman. Her lifeless, taupe hair now looks

somehow bouncy, and it is blonder, with strips of highlight in it. She’s made up,

and she’s wearing a smart black roller neck top, a brown checked skirt, black

tights and brown leather boots.

“Darling! You look amazing. Were you able to get all that done for two

hundred?”

“What d’you mean ‘all that’, it didn’t take that much work to make me look

beautiful, did it?”

He’d often been bemused by how women can turn any compliment into an

offence. But he knew what it meant, and how to deal with it now. As if striding

through fog confident of the terrain, he walks over and puts his arms around

her.



“You know what I mean you little vixen.” He kisses her. She laughs.

“Oops, now you’re wearing lipstick too.”

“Don’t mind. I’m a modern man, aren’t I?”

As she wipes his lips she tells him in a flurry of words how she found the

clothes on sale, and how the hair dressers had a special offer, and how she had

her boots shined…and….and…She spoke continuously as they gathered around

the dinner table. He loved the change in her. She seems so much her old self

again. It makes him remember why he finds her so madly attractive. The tight

roller neck jumper and the skirt bring out her female shapes again, so often

hidden under shapeless casual clothes. The lipstick emphasises the sensual

shape of her lips, the make up makes her look expensive. The hair makes her

look superior. It arouses him.

That night they have sex for the first time in a long time.

As the calendar flips over in to April, John’s salary comes through. It’s twice

what he had been getting lately. Wow, this feels good. Must save a lot, of

course. Pay a bit extra on the flat. Carry on like this and we might be able to

up-scale in a couple of years.

A bottle of red wine stands on the table as he comes home that evening.

Carrying his daughter on his arm, he picks up the bottle and notices it says

‘Sourced by Waitrose’. Goodness, someone has splashed out.



Just as he thinks to call out for his wife she comes out of the kitchen with a tray.

There are various cheeses and nice biscuits and bread that looks old, but is

very posh sour bread dough, as she explains.

“I thought we could eat in here, since it’s Friday. Got some pizzas in the oven

too”.

“Wine from Waitrose, eh?”

“Well, we’re celebrating.” She pours the glasses. He dares not say what he

thinks for fear of jinxing it.

“You can congratulate me.”

He just looks at her wide eyed.

“I got it. I got the job!”

He smiles, he laughs, he has tears in his eyes.

“That is…that is just…that’s fantastic news…” he holds the glass and doesn’t

know whether to clink or hug his wife, but he can’t do both at the same time.

He puts the glass down. “Come here.” He grabs hold of her and gives her a

long, strong hug. The daughter joins in. The three of them stand like that for a

few moments before he lifts his daughter up and holds her on his arm.

“Well done darling! You really deserved it too. You’ve worked bloody hard.

Zero hours? Not bloody likely!”

“Not bloody like it,” the daughter echoes, and they laugh rather than scold.

Then they clink.

“Cheers!”



“Well, permanent now, 80%, and they will backdate my pay one month, in lieu

of my having effectively done the job for the past five weeks really.”

He knew she meant ‘in view of’ not ‘in lieu of’, but it doesn’t matter, and it

was kind of cute when she misspoke like that. Trying to be posh. She don’t

need to. She is a sterling woman. And he wants her again. He empties his glass.

When the children sleep, they make love again.

It’s Sunday morning. He is pushing the buggy in which baby is sleeping, and

next to him the daughter is hummingly skittering along. She carries the toy she

was allowed to choose yesterday, and on John’s feet are his new shoes. They

decided to use the rest of the money in the envelope yesterday. After toys and

shoes they had enough pounds left over to go to a café – hadn’t done that for

a while – where they competed with other young families as to who could

take up the most space with their respective baby gear. They can afford it now,

even without the envelope money, but somehow it felt good to have one last

day entirely for free.

Although the air still has a slight chill in it, the spring sun is warming. John

looks up into the blue sky. A skylark is somewhere filling the air above him with

its rapid trills. The sound is shot out across the sky in all directions. It spreads

out like invisible silver threads. Mingling, intertwining, peaking and twirling. He

smiles at the joyful energy of it. He hadn’t noticed bird song for a long time.

The envelope is still lying in the top drawer of the old dresser. It had acquired



an almost talismanic quality. By tacit accord they both let it be. It needed no

discussion.

John looks at his laughing daughter and articulates to himself the feeling that

this will be a good year.


